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- Constructive cryptography is a new paradigm in which the security definition of cryptographic schemes is radically different.
Constructive cryptography is a new paradigm in which the security definition of cryptographic schemes is radically different.

Security problems of the One-Time Pad
In this paper
In this paper what is the
In this paper, what is the single most important message?
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One can separate the understanding of what cryptography achieves from the technical security definitions and proofs, which is useful for didactic purposes and protocol design.
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The term *construct*, which is defined by the use of a simulator, is composable in the sense that a protocol obtained by the composition of several secure constructive steps is *itself secure*. This is in contrast to both the *traditional, game-based security* definitions for cryptographic schemes and the *attack-based security* definitions used in formal-methods based security research, which are generally not composable.
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Many points in any single proof have a citation to some other paper. This is too clumsy for a reader to go to a new paper everytime they try to read a proof.
Improvement points

- Many points in any single proof have a citation to some other paper. This is too clumsy for a reader to go to a new paper everytime they try to read a proof.
- Less diagrams used to explain the traditional security methods and their contrast with the new method the author introduces.